
 

              1/2 NEWSLETTER – TERM 2 2019 
 
 
 
Dear Parents, 
 
Welcome back to all for an exciting Term 2. We hope you all had a fantastic holiday break. Thank you 
to those families who have volunteered in the classroom and for special events so far this year. Your 
time is greatly appreciated.  
 
Thank you to those families who have continued a reading routine at home with their child over the 
holidays. The children will continue to have the opportunity to bring home a Take Home Reader each 
day. These books are to be shared and enjoyed together and are books that your child has chosen. 
They should not be books that are too difficult to read, but books that will encourage confidence and 
fluency. After reading the book together, ask your child about the story, as understanding is a very 
important component of reading. Supporting your child’s understanding of the text helps them build 
their comprehension skills and read for meaning. Please read with your child most nights and return 
books regularly.  
 
Inquiry Unit 
 
Our integrated unit for this term is called ‘Then and Now’. During this topic the children will investigate 
present and past family life. They will learn about similarities and differences in family life by 
comparing the present with the past. The children will identify changes that have occurred in the past, 
by exploring a person or building in their local community. They will also discuss the benefits of 
changing technology. 
  
In our classrooms we will encourage the students' wonderings to generate their own inquiry questions 
that they would like to investigate. We’re going to be researching and experimenting lots during the 
term to discover the answers to these incredible questions. 
  
As part of this unit, on Monday June 24th we will have an excursion to Cooper’s Settlement in 
Bundoora.  The children will have the opportunity to experience how life was in the late 19th century 
and early 20th century. They will discover the pioneering spirit within the Heritage Village and take a 
step back in time when they visit original farm buildings, a working printer’s workshop, a historical 
school and other displays.  
 
On May 28th, the Alpha Show Theatre Company will visit and perform the classic tale King Arthur. 
The show will capture the magic of the legend King Arthur and its characters and utilise the classic 
myth to create a lot of fun, while focusing on the values of equality, friendship and teamwork. Details 
of both events will be on Compass closer to the date. 
 
Literacy  
 
In our daily Literacy program we are concentrating on sounds and letter blends. Children are exploring 
spelling conventions. During reading sessions students will be decoding words using strategies such 
as chunking, looking for smaller words within words and reading on to find the meaning of unfamiliar 
words. 
 
We are currently exploring the features of non-fiction text, such as indexes, glossary and table of 
contents. This will help students develop their researching skills using non-fiction texts, with a focus 
on finding facts to answer their questions. 
 



During writing sessions, we will explore different text types, such as narratives, recounts and 
procedures.  
VCOP (Vocabulary, Connectives, Openers and Punctuation) will continue to enhance our writing 
program. During the weekly Big Write session students are presented with a stimulus and given the 
opportunity to brainstorm ideas verbally and then put these ideas into writing. The children really enjoy 
this format and we are noticing they are challenging themselves to up-level their writing to make it 
more detailed and interesting to read. Throughout term 2 a talk homework stimulus will be sent home 
via the school newsletter for children to discuss before the weekly VCOP Session. 
 
Children will continue their weekly homework Investigation this term. An investigation task will go 
home each Tuesday and will be due back on Fridays. Please encourage your child to complete these 
activities and take the time to discuss the weekly sound. We love hearing what was discovered by 
families. The children are proud to share their discoveries. 
 
Maths  
 
In maths this term, the students will consolidate their understanding of place value, counting patterns 
and basic number skills. We will be introducing money and the role it plays in our lives.  
Students will also explore measurement and geometry through hands on activities to investigate the 
concepts of Mass, Volume and Capacity. They will continue to further their understandings of 2D and 
3D shapes with a focus on the features of shapes. Please take the time to practise basic maths skills 
with your child at home and discuss maths in everyday life. 
 
Respectful Relationships 
 
This term we will be implementing a whole school approach called Respectful Relationships. The 
Respectful Relationships program will be used to promote and model respect, positive attitudes and 
behaviours. It will teach our children how to build healthy relationships, resilience and confidence with 
a focus on problem solving, positive gender relations and stress management. The students will grow 
their emotional intelligence vocabulary allowing them to openly discuss feelings and they will continue 
to develop their self-regulation skills. 
 
Reminders 
 
Please ensure that your child brings a filled water bottle and a fruit snack to school each day. It’s 
important that the students stay hydrated during the upcoming cold and flu season. Please send along 
some extra tissues in anticipation of the extra runny noses we might have ahead J 
 
Throughout the week both 1/2K and 1/2M will visit the library on Tuesday. On Wednesday their 
specialist classes for Art and Japanese will be timetabled as will their Buddy session. This term PE for 
both classes will be on Thursday.  
 
Congratulations to all for a great first term in grade 1/2. We are all looking forward to another exciting 
term ahead.  
 
Natasha Satler and Amy Montague 



SPECIALIST NEWSLETTER TERM 2 
 
VISUAL ARTS       Andrea Allan   
             
Well done to all of the 1/2 students for a terrific start to the year in Art. I can’t wait to see them 
extended their creativity into Term 2. 
In Art this term, there will be a whole school focus on sustainability and recycled art. The 1/2s will be 
looking at stories written and illustrated by Jennie Baker. They will use recycled materials to create a 
collaged art piece. The art elements they will be using are design, line, scale and colour.  
Also keep a look out for the new whole school artwork that will be up on display outside the office 
towards the end of term.  A little artistic gift may also be coming home soon just in time for Mother’s 
Day. 
 
 
 
JAPANESE                                                                                             Andrea Walter 
 
During Term 2 we will be developing the vocabulary needed to follow instructions and ask and answer 
simple questions in Japanese. This will include learning classroom instructions, mini beasts and 
Hiragana. In class, we will continue to count in Japanese to warm up at the beginning of the lesson 
and extend number knowledge. We want the children to develop a curiosity about life in Japan and 
this term we will discover what happens during Cherry Blossom time, Children’s Day and Mothers’ 
Day. Continue to ask your child to share what they are learning and encourage them to teach you as 
well! We are looking forward to having fun learning.  

 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION            Sarah Fennell            
 
In Term 2 we will continue establishing rules and routines for safe and fair play in games. These will 
be taught within lessons across the term. All students need runners and water bottle for PE.  
This term we will be focusing on two main Fundamental Motor skills; The kick, two handed strike and 
locomotor skills such including run/skip/leap. Students will explore the components of correct 
technique in simple skill form and various game situations. Amongst these skills we will also play 
minor games which will encourage team work and sportsmanship. 
                                                            
 


